WHO WE ARE

CHINA ROBOTICS
COMPETITION 2015
In the Summer of 2015, our team had the privilege of traveling to China to compete in the Second Annual
China Robotics Competition, presented by the China Urban Youth Robotic League (CUYRA). During this two week
period, we were given the opportunity to sightsee, strengthen bonds with fellow FRC teams from the United
States, and also made great new friends on newly started Chinese teams.
After arriving in China, we spent the ﬁrst week of our trip sightseeing. During this time, we ﬂoated on a raft
down the Guilin River, toured the city of Shenzhen, and also helped a multitude of rookie teams in the Chinese
province of Guangdong. We, along with the other US teams, met these rookies at their school, and taught them
the ins and outs of building a robot.
After helping the rookie teams build their robots, we all competed at the CRC offseason event, which we were
fortunate enough to win with our good friends Team 987, the High Rollers from Las Vegas, and one of the
rookie teams we had helped just days before!
The entire trip was a whirlwind experience that none of us who attended will ever forget, we are eternally
grateful for the experience, and are looking forward to competing in Shanghai, China again in the Summer of
2016.

CHINESE OUTREACH
This past March, three of the Chinese teams that we mentored (Teams 5297, 5307, and 5820) traveled all the
way to Texas to compete in the Dallas Regional! They arrived 3 days early so that they could come visit us at
our school, in Greenville. While they were here, we were ecstatic to show the teams the same hospitality that
we received from them just months earlier. During their time in Texas, we held multiple workshops with the
Chinese teams, and also gave them a taste of the American culture by letting them sit-in on some of our
school’s classes, touring the University of Texas at Dallas, and of course, Mexican food.

DESIGN PROCESS

The action arms help the drivers passively drive through the Cheval de Frise and
Portcullis. A simple wedge geometry in the intermediate position pushes the
‘Chevals’ underneath the bumpers and into the drivetrain for a continous drive
through. Put the action arms all the way down, and the wedge pushes the Portcullis
up for a smooth transition.

Media Team

Drive Team

SUB-TEAMS

The Drive Team is made up of four people. We have a driver,
operator, human player and a drive coach. The responsibility of the
Drive Team is to operate the robot during a match. It is crucial to
our team that these people are the best at what they do.

The Media Team is in charge of documenting everything we do at
events. Keeping up with the social media and taking pictures are
just some of their tasks. Our team uses competition footage to help
our team stay up to date between every event.

Pit Crew

Ninja Crew
Our Ninja Crew plays a vital role at competition. If we see another
team in need, we offer our resources and man power to assist in
ﬁxing their robot. It is one of our goals to help as many teams as
we can at competitions.

Scout Team

Our Pit Crew plays a key role in the functionality of our robot at
competition. They are constantly adjusting and repairing, depending
on our robot’s needs to ensure that it operates to the full potential
every match.

Our scout team is steadily working during build season and at
competitions to help our team determine what kind of robots we
are with during qualiﬁcation matches and what robots we would
like to pair with in the elimination matches.

SPONSORS
Greenville ISD
Greenville ISD, which encompasses the city of Greenville, Texas and the surrounding
ﬁve to seven-mile radius, is a school district that has something to offer for just
about everyone. Large enough to offer progressive programsv yet small enough to
allow teachers the chance to cultivate a personal, active interest in each student,
Greenville ISD encourages students to seek enrichment while also reaching out to
those with unique learning needs. Greenville ISD, in keeping with its mission
statement, “prepares, inspires, and empowers students in a safe and nurturing
environment to become responsible citizens who successfully compete in a global
society.”

Innovation First International
Innovation First International (IFI) began by producing electronics for autonomous
mobile ground robots, and is now a leader in educational and competitive robotics
products, and a growing developer of consumer robotics toys. Incorporated in 1996,
Innovation First International is a privately held corporation that was founded on
the belief that innovation is necessary very early in the design process to produce
simple and elegant product designs. Though they are now also known for producing
the HEXBUG line of toys, IFI initially gained recognition as the creators of the VEX
Robotics Design System. They also produced the control system used in FRC events
until 2008. IFI is our largest sponsor; they employ many of the engineers that serve
as team mentors, and their industrial sheet metal manufacturing capabilities help
our robots maintain an iconic presence on and off the ﬁeld.

L-3 Mission Integration
L-3 is a prime contractor in Command, Control, Communications, Intelligence,
Surveillance and Reconnaissance (C3ISR) systems, aircraft modernization and
maintenance, and government services. L-3 is also a leading provider of a broad
range of electronic systems used on military and commercial platforms. Their
customers include the U.S. Department of Defense and its prime contractors, U.S.
Government intelligence agencies, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, U.S.
Department of State, U.S. Department of Justice, allied foreign governments, domestic and foreign commercial customers and select other U.S. federal, state and local
government agencies.
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